Netflix briefing note

Netflix
Exempt from all the rules

Context

Netflix is Canada’s biggest broadcaster.
57% of households with an internet
1
connection subscribe.
But unlike licensed Canadian broadcasters,
Netflix has no obligation to create or present
Canadian programs.

1

https://business.ﬁnancialpost.com/telecom/media/netﬂix-doing-booming-business-in-canada-industry-research-reports-suggest
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The Rules
Licensed Canadian broadcasters like CTV
and Global must contribute between 5% and
30% of their revenues to the production of
Canadian programs.

Netflix is exempt from these rules.
Netflix is also exempt from Canadian tax
law. It earns nearly a billion dollars per year
in Canada, but doesn’t pay a dime in
corporate taxes here.

And let’s not forget that Netflix is also
exempt from collecting federal and
provincial sales taxes, except in the
provinces of Quebec and Saskatchewan,
where provincial governments have insisted
on equal treatment for all broadcasters.

Special treatment for Netflix comes
at Canada’s expense. It needs to
stop.

Why is Netflix exempt?
Remember how the early internet
was full of cute animations with
animals like this one?

law says that you need a licence to broadcast
in Canada. Of course, it would be ridiculous
for the CRTC to require every small-time
blogger to get a licence. So, in 1998, they
created what is now known as the Digital
Media Exemption Order (DMEO). This lets
anyone post content online, even if it’s
technically broadcasting, without a licence.
Problem solved.

Well, not exactly.

These posed a big problem for Canada’s
broadcast regulator, the CRTC. Technically,
these little GIFs are “broadcasting”, and the

The DMEO hasn’t been updated in 20 years,
meaning full-blown internet broadcasters
like YouTube, Spotify, Netflix, and Amazon
are still exempt from Canadian content
requirements: they take billions out of
Canada but have no legal obligation to
finance Canadian content.
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Mélanie Joly’s Netflix deal
In September of 2017, then Minister of
Canadian Heritage, Mélanie Joly, announced
the now infamous “Netflix deal”. The
headline was that Netflix would finance
Canadian productions to the tune of
$100 million per year for five years.

So what’s the catch?
Actually, there are plenty:

1. The deal apparently defines “Canadian content” as anything
filmed in Canada. Even if the director, writer, producer,
actors, and story are all American, it would count as Canadian
content under Joly’s deal. That’s not CanCon. It’s just a con.

2. Ottawa has admitted that there is no requirement that any
of this money be spent on francophone or Indigenous content.

3. The announcement says “$100 million”, not “$100 million
more”. Netflix spends more than $8 billion per year on
original content, and they had already planned to spend at
least a hundred million of that in Canada. In other words,
there’s no new money here.

4. We don’t know what Netflix is getting in return. The deal
falls under the Investment Canada Act, which means it’s a
Cabinet secret. The government says there is no quid pro quo in
the deal, but they won’t show us the documents to prove it.
Would a savvy company like Netflix offer to spend $500 million
without getting anything in return? Maybe, but it’s unlikely.
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What’s wrong with this picture?
Netflix offers a good service. There’s a good
chance you are a subscriber.
The problem is that Ottawa allows
Netflix to play by its own rules.
The special advantages Ottawa bestows on
this internet giant give Netflix a leg up on
Canadian media. This helps Netflix beam
foreign shows onto our screens while
shoving aside our own stories.

Canada’s truth is nowhere to be seen.

We need to know and experience
our own stories.
If we don’t, we will fall into
someone else’s.

What do we want?
We’re not asking for Netflix to be banned.
We don’t want to single them out with a
special “Netflix tax”. We just want the
government to subject Netflix to the same
rules as everybody else. They should
collect sales taxes and finance excellent
Canadian content. Canadians shouldn’t
have to choose between watching Netflix or
engaging with our own culture.

The European Union and other countries are
forcing Netflix to produce domestic
programs and make those shows easy to
find. Canada should too.

It’s time to end Canada’s unfair,
special treatment for Netflix and
other internet broadcasters.
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Links
More info:
https://friends.ca/explore/article/canadas-netflix-problem/

Take action:
https://friends.ca/campaigns/demand-that-netflix-pay-its-fair-share/

Friends.ca

